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SCOPE
This document applies to all University of Ottawa employees, professors, students, volunteers, and
visitors who regularly or occasionally work at heights and are exposed to a hazard of falling.
Everyone who carries out work at a height or who is exposed to the risk of falling from a height of
more than 3 meters must receive specialized training. Working at heights includes work on sloped or
flat roofs in circumstances when adequate railings are not provided and may also include working on
ladders or other elevated surfaces.

OBJECTIVE
This document serves to provide an overview of applicable legislation and prevention strategies to
eliminate accidents and reduce the number (and severity) of fall-related accidents.

LEGISLATION AND REQUIREMENTS
Ontario Regulation 851 (Industrial Establishments) section 85, under the Occupational Health and
Safety Act specifies that a worker who is exposed to a risk of falling from a height of more than 3
meters must wear full body harness and lifeline adequately secured to a fixed support so that the
worker cannot fall freely for a vertical distance of more than 1.5 meters (the type of system and fall
protection must be adequate and CSA recognized).
As an example, a worker who is working on a ladder or a step-ladder and who is situated at a height
of more than 3 meters from the ground must use adequate fall protection measures; such as a fullbody harness and lifeline secured to a fixed support.
In addition, section 207, Construction Regulation (Ontario regulation 213/91) indicates that when a
built-up roof is being constructed, repaired or resurfaced, a barrier shall be placed in the immediate
work area at least two meters from the perimeter of the roof.
In accordance with the Ontario Regulations 213/91 and 851, the University of Ottawa requires that
persons working at height must receive training (working at heights) and implement proper fall
prevention methods if they are exposed to:
 a potential free-fall greater than 3 meters/10 feet, or
 a fall more than 1.2 meters/4 feet if the work area is used as a path for a wheelbarrow or similar
equipment, or
 if work at a height includes the work on roofs at an angle, or

if work
at a height occurs on a flat roof in circumstances where adequate railings are not provided.
Persons should never be required nor allowed to perform any duties which require the person to get
closer than 2 meters to an unprotected edge, platform or walkway of any building, nor to utilize
elevated equipment unless the employee is properly trained and secured from falling. Special
considerations must be implemented if employees are exposed to falling through any openings in a
surface or into operating machinery, water or another liquid.
Note: Everyone, even those who don’t usually work at heights, must have fall prevention training
and wear protective equipment if they are to perform activities described previously.
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For detailed information consult the Industrial Establishments, Construction Projects and
Occupational Health and Safety Awareness and Training Regulations under the Ontario Occupational
Health and Safety Act.
In circumstances when a worker cannot be secured to a fixed support, another work method must
be used, for example, a lifting device (“off-slab powered platforms”). As a reminder, the use of a
lifting device also requires mandatory, specialized training.

RESPONSABILITIES
In accordance with the Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act and its regulations, as well as
Policy 77 (Occupational Health and Safety):

Supervisors
1. Select the most appropriate method of fall prevention and fall protection to protect the
employee;
2. Acquire the necessary equipment;
3. Train the employee in proper equipment use and keep records of training;
4. Develop a rescue plan; and
5. Ensure that the program is followed and employees accept their obligation to follow the rules to
protect themselves.

Workers
1. Follow the rules to protect themselves;
2. Use proper equipment and personal protective equipment, as required; and
3. Take all training provided and implement it.

Facilities
1. Ensure the proper and regular certification of all anchor points located on the University of
Ottawa premises.
2. Provide Protection Services with an updated version of the binders entitled “Roof Anchor Point
Location by Building”.

HAZARD CONTROL
There are two ways to ensure the safety of the worker who may be exposed to the hazard of falling,
namely:
 Fall prevention
 Fall protection
Fall preventative measures shall always be the primary consideration. In either case, a worker shall
be adequately trained.

Fall Prevention
The best protection is to prevent falls from happening. Fall prevention uses physical means to keep
workers away from situations where they might fall. Fall prevention includes:
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1. Proper use of worksite access such as ladders and scaffolds. Please refer to Appendix 1 “Safety
Sheet #2 – Ladders and Stepladders”
2. Protective covers over floor and roof openings. Protective covers must be:
a. Secured in place, and
b. Constructed to meet the structural requirements for loads due to the use of floors and
roofs as set out in the Building Code
3. Visual Warnings – signs or tape, cones or boulders, paint or chalk
4. Physical Barriers – warning barriers and bump lines, handrails, fencing, guardrail systems, travel
restraints
Guardrails must be installed in the following areas:
i.
Around the perimeter of an uncovered opening in a floor, roof or other surface to which a
worker has access;
ii.
At an open side of,
a. A raised floor, mezzanines, balcony, gallery, landing, platform, walkway, stile, ramp or
other surface, or
b. A vat, bin or tank, the top of which is less than 107 centimeters above the surrounding
floor, ground, platform or other surface; and
iii.
Around a machine, electrical installation, place or thing that is likely to endanger the safety of
any worker.
A guardrail shall:
a. Have a top rail located not less than 91 and not more than 107 centimeters above the surface to
be guarded;
b. Have a mid-rail;
c. If tools or other objects may fall on a worker, have a toe board that extends from the surface to
be guarded to a height of at least 125 millimeters, and
d. Be free of splinters and protruding nails.
e. A guardrail shall be constructed to meet the structural requirements for guards as set out in the
Building Code.
Note: When preventative measures are not feasible, such as when work places are a rooftop or
mobile scaffold, adequate fall protection must be provided for each exposed worker.

Fall Protection
1. Fall restriction. A fall-restricting system is designed to limit a worker’s free fall distance to 0.6
meters (2 feet). One type uses a harness that attaches to a safety rail on a fixed ladder.
2. Travel-restraint systems. Where work must be done within 2 meters (6 feet) of an open,
unprotected edge that presents a fall hazard, travel-restraint systems do not permit a worker to
approach the hazard zone.
 A travel restraint system shall consist of a full body harness with adequate attachment points.
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The full body harness shall be attached by lanyard to a fixed support that meets the
requirements of the Building Code.
The travel restraint system shall be inspected by a competent worker before each use.
If a component of the travel restraint system is found to be defective on inspection, the
defective component shall immediately be taken out of service.

3. Fall arrest system prevents a falling worker from hitting the ground or any object or level below the
work. Please refer to Appendix 2 “Safety Sheet #5 – Fall Arrest Equipment” and to the Personal
Protective Equipment Guideline.
The location of fixed anchor points generally can be found on the building plan located in the
mechanical room at the entrance to the roof. If the plan is not present, please contact Facilities.
4. Safety nets. A safety net system must be designed by a professional engineer. The system is installed
below a work surface to protect any location where a fall hazard exists. This system is rarely used in
the Ontario construction industry.
Note: As part of a fall arrest system, the University of Ottawa requires the use of body harness
systems rather than body belts.

Inspection
All components of a fall protection system must be regularly inspected by the user, prior to use. An
inspection serves to identify potential deficiencies, damages or defects in the equipment. An
inspection must include:
Full-Body Harness
 Stitching
 Buckles
 Webbing
 Dorsal “D” ring
 Crossover plate
Lanyard
 Fraying, kinking, loose / broken stitching
 Check hardware for damage, rust, cracks, torn stitching, fall indicators, etc.
Lifeline
 Inspect fibre rope for fraying, burns, kinking, cuts, tears, etc.
 Check retractable lifelines for smooth operation and functionality.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
A training program for working at heights must be established for every employee exposed to fall
hazards, even for rare or occasional situations.
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As of April 1, 2015, employers must ensure that certain workers complete a working at heights
training program that has been approved by the Chief Prevention Officer and delivered by an
approved training provider before they can work at heights.
The training requirement is for workers on construction projects who use any of the following
methods of fall protection:
 travel restraint systems
 fall restricting systems
 fall arrest systems
 safety nets
 work belts or safety belts
A list of qualified trainers is maintained by the Office of Risk Management and can be obtained upon
request.
Additionally, the Office of Risk Management also offers basic training for work conducted from
ladders and step stools at nominal heights (i.e. < 10 feet).

Training Records
Supervisors must ensure that:
 A worker who may use a fall protection system is adequately trained in its use and given
adequate oral and written instructions by a competent person.
 The person who provides the training and instruction prepares a written training and instruction
record for each worker and signs the record.
 The training and instruction record shall include the worker's name and the dates on which
training and instruction took place.
 The employer shall make the training and instruction record for each worker available to an
inspector on request.
If you have questions or concerns about whether you should complete Working at Heights or Basics
of Ladder Safety training please contact the Office of Risk Management.

PROCEDURES FOR HIGH ELEVATION RESCUE
These procedures are meant to inform members of the University community of the proper action
to take in situations involving high-elevation rescues on University premises. The Technical Rope
Rescue Team (TRRT) of the Ottawa Fire Department is trained to carry out rescues. This team will
assume command of the situation and direct the rescue. The type of response and rescue procedure
will depend on the nature of the accident/incident.
Please note that the Technical Rope Rescue Team will take a minimum of 5-10 minutes to arrive on
site. It is critical that the actions outlined be followed to ensure a safe rescue and prevent further
injury or worsening of the situation.
Refer to Appendix 3 for a generic rescue plan that can be further customized by the supervisor. A
rescue plan that is appropriate in one circumstance may not be suitable in another. Ensure that all
unique hazards to the work and work environment have been considered.
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Working Together
Because of the potential danger associated with working at heights, it is recommended to
implement a buddy-system for locations where work at heights will occur. The second worker is
intended to act as a call person and summon assistance in the event of an emergency.

LOCATION OF ROOF ANCHOR POINTS
Facilities Service maintains binders entitled “Roof Anchor Point Location”; these show the location
of roof anchor points on each building. A copy of this binder is available in the Housekeeping Office
at Facilities.
In addition, a plan is posted showing the location of roof anchor points in mechanical rooms /
penthouses located at the top of University buildings.
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APPENDIX 1 – SAFETY SHEET 2 – LADDERS AND STEPLADDERS
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SAFETY SH
HEET #2
Office of Risk
R Managem
ment

LA
ADDERS AND
A
STEPLA
ADDERS
Consu
ult the Ontario Occupation
nal Health and
d Safety Act aand its regulaations for detaailed informaation.
1. All lad
dders must be
e properly suited for the taask.
2. All lad
dders must be
e in good worrking conditio
on. Check all pparts before eeach use.
dders must be
e CSA (or equ
uivalent) apprroved, especiaally for construction purpo
oses.
3. All lad
4. It is re
ecommended
d to use a heaavy duty or grrade 1 ladder .
5. Ensurre to verify the rating load and respect limitations.
6. All lad
dders must haave non-slip feet.
f
7. All lad
dders must be
e on a firm fo
ooting and seccure against sslipping.
d twisting or turning.
8. Avoid
9. Do no
ot stand on th
he top two rungs.
10. Face the
t ladder, usse both handss to climb up or down, andd maintain th
hree-point con
ntact at all tim
mes.
To keep your hand
d free, use a tool belt, or hoist tools andd materials up
p after you reeach the top.
11. Do no
ot overreach; keep your ce
entre of gravitty between thhe side rails. A general rule is that if your
buckle
e is in line witth the uprights you are leaaning too far..
n opaque matterial.
12. Neverr paint or coaat a wooden laadder with an
13. Neverr use aluminiu
um ladders, or
o conductive
e materials, w
where electrical contact is p
possible.
ounding the base
b
and top of
o the ladder are clear of o
obstructions.
14. Ensurre areas surro
15. Neverr use a ladderr horizontally.
16. If worrk is conducte
ed at more th
han 3 metres with
w a hazardd of falling, w
workers must h
have proper
training, wear a safety harness and tie the laanyard to the structure, orr to a lifeline, before begin
nning
work..
17. Ensurre you are we
earing slip-ressistant footwe
ear.
al requiremen
nts if using an
n extension laadder:
Additiona
18. Follow
w the 4 to 1 rule. Ladders should
s
be incclined so ther e is one rungg length out frrom the wall ffor
everyy four rungs height to the point
p
the ladd
der touches thhe wall (not less than 1/4 and no greatter
than 1/3).
1
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19. The to
op of the ladd
der should exxtend at least one metre a bove the edgge of the workking surface.
20. Have someone holld the bottom
m of a tall ladd
der until it ca n be tied off to a firm anchoring point.
21. Do no
ot use in high winds.
22. An exxtension ladde
er which exce
eeds 6 metress in length muust be held in
n place while in use by onee or
more workers if it is not securely fastened or is likely to bbe endangereed by traffic.
23. Neverr erect ladderrs near power lines unless you are a com
mpetent elecctrician and fo
ollow restricted
rules.
Additiona
al requiremen
nts if using a stepladder:
24. Ensurre to lock the stepladder in
n place by sprreading the leegs to their lim
mit and lockin
ng the spread
der.
25. Neverr stand on the
e top or use the
t pail shelf as a step.
26. Verifyy the age of th
he ladder (sho
ould be impriinted into thee ladder).
27. Mainttain 3 points of contact with the ladderr.
More info
ormation: Infrrastructure Health and Saffety Associati on

uOttawa
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SAFETY SHEET #5
Office of Risk Management

FALL ARREST EQUIPMENT
Consult the Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act and its regulations for detailed information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.
18.

Any worker required to use fall protection must be trained in its safe use and proper
maintenance. Refer to uOttawa Fall Protection Guidelines for further details.
Equipment must be properly suited for the task.
Equipment must be in good working condition. Inspect all parts of the equipment for damage,
wear, and obvious defects before each use.
Replace defective equipment. If there is any doubt about the safety of the equipment, do not
use it.
Replace any equipment, including ropes, involved in a fall. A trained inspector must confirm the
equipment can be used safely if a potential defect is found.
Always refer to manufacturer’s instructions regarding the use and care of the equipment.
A trained inspector should examine equipment at least yearly.
Equipment must include a CSA-approved full body harness.
Equipment must include a lanyard equipped with a shock absorber unless the shock absorber
could cause a falling worker to hit the ground or an object or level below the work.
Equipment must be attached to a CSA approved lifeline or by the lanyard to an adequate fixed
support (fixed anchor).
Fall arrest equipment shall bear manufacturer identification marks.
Equipment must prevent a falling worker from hitting the ground or any object or next level
below the work area.
Must not subject a falling worker to a peak fall-arrest force greater than 8 kilonewtons (1800
pounds).
The minimum strength of all components including lifeline and lifeline anchorage (in systems
without shock absorber) must be able to support a static load of 8 kilonewtons (1800 pounds)
without exceeding the allowable unit stress of the materials used for each component.
The minimum strength of all components including lifeline and lifeline anchorage (in systems
with shock absorber), must be able to support a static load of 6 kilonewtons (1350 pounds)
without exceeding the allowable unit stress of the materials used for each component.
Anchor points must be inspected yearly and must be identified with a seal of approval by a
professional engineer.
The location of fixed anchor points generally can be found on the building plan located in the
mechanical room at the top of the roof. If not please contact Facilities.
For additional information, consult the User’s Guide for Basics of Fall Protection, Ladders, and
Construction produced by the Infrastructure Health and Safety Association.

For additional information on personal protective equipment, please refer to the University of Ottawa
Personal Protective Equipment Guidelines and the Fall Protection Guidelines.

uOttawa
v4 – September 2017

APPENDIX 3 – GENERIC RESCUE PLAN
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Burreau de la gesstion du risquue | Office off Risk Manageement
1 Rue Nichollas Street (8440)
Working at Heights Resccue Plan
The Unive
ersity of Ottaw
wa (uOttawa)) strongly enccourages meaasures of fall prevention, rrather than faall
protection
n; however in
n situations where
w
fall prottection (i.e. a fall arrest haarness) is required, a rescu
ue
plan is maandatory prio
or to the initiaation of work.. All users muust be familia r with the resscue plan
applicable
e to the workk. This rescue plan below may
m require m
modification b
based on the individual
situation. It is the supe
ervisor’s respo
onsibility to ensure
e
that thhe rescue plan is appropriaate and
communicated for the individual sittuation.
It is recom
mmended thaat harnesses be
b equipped with
w orthostaatic intolerancce (suspensio
on trauma) reelief
straps and
d that users be
b aware of th
heir purpose and trained oon their use.

PURPOSSE
A rescue plan
p is intend
ded to quicklyy and efficienttly rescue a w
worker who has fallen and is suspended
d in a
fall arrest harness. The
e rescue mustt be undertakken promptly as the workeer:
M have susttained an injury as a result of the fall.
 May
 May
M sustain orrthostatic into
olerance (susspension trau ma; pooling o
of blood in lower limbs / p
parts
off the body).
 May
M become agitated
a
/ pan
nicked as a result of the sittuation.
 May
M still be in danger as a result
r
of risks created / givving rise to the incident.

PRIMAR
RY EMERG
GENCY PLAN
In the eve
ent that a worrker is suspen
nded by a fall arrest harneess and lifelinee:
1. Contact Protecction Servicess at ext. 5411 or 613-562-55411.
ded in a fall arrrest harness and requiress immediate
2. Caller indicates that a workker is suspend
asssistance. The
e caller should include:
a. The location of the suspended worker,
w
includding the namee of the build
ding and estim
mated
locatio
on (i.e. west side
s of buildin
ng near XYZ), approximatee distance from the ground
d and
positio
on relative to the building)).
b. Wheth
her the suspended workerr is inside or ooutside the bu
uilding.
c. The type of work th
he worker waas performingg (if known).
d. The wo
orker’s condition (i.e. resp
ponsive / unreesponsive, vissibly injured, etc.).
e. The length of time the
t person haas been in thee situation (iff known).
dditional riskss associated with
w the area (i.e. mechanical, physical,, etc.).
f. The ad
3. Protection Services will imm
mediately con
ntact 911 andd inform the d
dispatcher thaat a worker iss
su
uspended via a fall arrest harness.
h
Assisstance from ccivic authoritiies is required
d (including fiire
an
nd ambulance). Protection
n will requestt assistance frrom the Tech nical Rope Reescue Team (TTRRT)
frrom the Ottaw
wa Fire Deparrtment. Note that the TRR
RT will take ap
pproximately 5-10 minutes to
arrrive on camp
pus. It is criticcal that imme
ediate action
ns be taken to
o minimize fu
urther injury tto
th
he suspended
d worker and
d ensure a saffe rescue. Reffer to Second
dary Rescue P
Procedures.
Provide inform
mation obtained in section 2 to the 911 dispatch.
1
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4. Maintain
M
comm
munication with
w the suspe
ended workerr.
5. Protection Officers will:
a. Secure
e area, including access to the incident scene and th
he area below
w the suspend
ded
worker. All non-esssential person
nnel will be cl eared from the area.
b. Escort emergency personnel
p
to the
t incident sscene.
c. Advise
e emergency personnel
p
of the actual / ppotential riskss at the incideent scene or direct
them to
t the properr individuals (i.e. supervisoor, facility manager, etc.).
d. Facilitaate access forr emergency personnel.
e. Advise
e and requestt that Facilitie
es personnel sshut down eq
quipment / prrocesses (if /
where
e necessary).
f. Make available to emergency
e
pe
ersonnel the ““Roof Anchorr Point Location by Buildin
ng”
binderr. The binder shows the loccation of the roof anchor points and is available in tthe
from the Architectu
ural Trades workshop
w
and Housekeepin
ng Office at Faacilities.
Additio
onally, most mechanical
m
ro
ooms providi ng access to a roof have a roof plan
showin
ng the locatio
on of the rooff anchor poin ts.
g. Provid
de additional support
s
to wo
orker, emergency personn
nel, and other campus
departtments duringg the emerge
ency plan.
h. Notify the Office off Risk Manage
ement of the situation. Rissk Managemeent will advisee the
Facilitiies Health and
d Safety Officcer.
will
6. If the worker iss conscious and equipped with suspenssion trauma rrelief devices,, the worker w
deploy the reliief device(s).

SECOND
DARY RESC
CUE PROCEEDURES
The follow
wing procedures have been provided ass potential reescue method
ds for a suspended workerr.
Persons executing
e
a re
escue must be
e properly traained in the u se of any of tthe below meethods. Protection
Services must
m still be contacted
c
in any
a instance; refer to the aaction in the PPrimary Emerrgency Plan. TThe
site superrvisor (or persson witnessin
ng a suspende
ed worker) asssumes primaary control of the situation
n until
arrival of Protection Se
ervices.
The follow
wing rescue procedures
p
arre presented in
i hierarchal order.

Elevatin
ng Work Pla
atform Resccue
If an elevaating work plaatform (i.e. a scissor lift, articulating (geenie) boom, eetc.):
 Iss available on site;
 Iss capable of re
eaching the suspended wo
orker;
 Iss of sufficient capacity, and
d;
 Pe
ersonnel have appropriate
e training to operate
o
the eelevating work platform:
1. Bring the elevaating work plaatform to the
e incident sceene.
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2. If the worker iss conscious, raise
r
the platfform to reachh the suspend
ded worker. If the worker is
ned worker will
w don a harnness, tie off to
o the platform
m and providee
unconscious, a second train
asssistance to the suspended
d worker.
3. Po
osition the platform of the
e elevating work platform below the worker. Raise tthe platform so as
to
o provide slacck to the susp
pended worke
er’s lanyard. D
Disconnect th
he suspended
d worker’s lan
nyard
when
w
safe to do
d so. When the
t suspende
ed worker is s afely on the p
platform, re-aattach the lan
nyard
to
o an appropriate anchor point on the platform of thee lift.
4. Lo
ower the worrker to a safe location and administer fiirst aid. Treatt the worker ffor suspensio
on
trrauma and an
ny other injuryy.
5. Em
mergency serrvices (fire, am
mbulance, etcc.) should havve arrived on
n scene; provide account o
of the
situation, inclu
uding a summ
mary of inform
mation provid ed to Protecttion Services.

Alternatte Rescue Procedure
P
If the above noted resccue procedurres are not suitable or avaiilable in the eevent of a susspended workker
situation, the superviso
or of the worrker is responsible for deveeloping, comm
municating to
o, and training
workers on
o a rescue prrocedure app
propriate for the
t work. If a ssistance is reequired, pleaase consult wiith
the Facilitties Health an
nd Safety Officer and/or th
he Office of Riisk Managem
ment.

ORTHOSTATIC INT
TOLERANC
CE (SUSPEN
NSION TRA
AUMA)
Orthostattic intolerance
e occurs when blood from
m the body po ols in the low
wer limbs and can lead to
dizziness, unconsciousness and deaath; it is comm
monly referreed to as suspeension traumaa and can affeect
workers suspended
s
in fall arrest harness for short periods of time. It is posssible for suspension traum
ma to
occur in as
a little as 3 minutes;
m
if action is not inittiated, the ris k of injury is ssignificantly increased.

Signs an
nd Symptom
ms
The follow
wing signs and
d symptoms are
a associated with suspennsion traumaa:
 Fe
eelings of fain
ntness / nausea
 Sh
hortness of breath
 Sw
weating
 Paaleness
 Hot flashes
 In
ncreased / decreased hearrt rate
 Lo
ow blood pressure
 Blurry / loss off vision
It is vital that
t
emergen
ncy personnel are immediaately contacteed for any situ
uation that in
nvolves a worrker
suspended from a fall. In the event of suspected
d suspension ttrauma:
 Do not allow the rescued worker
w
to lie down;
d
place thhem instead in a semi-sitting position u
until
paramedics arrive.
hing and circu
ulation).
 Check ABCs (airway, breath
 Verify for additional injuriess.
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Provide oxygen
n (if possible)).
Trransfer care of
he worker sustained a fall in
o worker to paramedics
p
/ ambulance. A
Advise that th
faall arrest harn
ness and may have suspension trauma.

POST-RESCUE PRO
OCEDURE
All non-esssential perso
onnel are to remain availab
ble in a desig nated safe zo
one until otheerwise notifieed by
Protection
n Services.







her disturbed
d unless for:
Protection Services securess the scene. The scene is n ot to be furth
o Savingg life or relieving human su
uffering;
o Maintaaining an esse
ential public utility
u
servicee or a public transportation
n system; or
o Preven
nting unnecesssary damage
e to equipme nt or other property.
he supervisorr of the worke
er initiates an
n investigatio n of the incid
dent. Facilitiess Health and
Th
Saafety Officer and Risk Man
nager and Offfice of Risk M anagement w
will provide asssistance. Perrsons
witnessing
w
the
e incident mayy be asked to
o provide a staatement or w
witness account of the incident.
All material (i.e
e. lifelines, haarnesses, rope grabs, anchhor points, etcc.) involved in
n the incidentt are
o be quarantined. The equ
uipment will be
b thoroughlyy inspected fo
ollowing the incident and w
will
to
be removed from service.
Debrief from the incident and rescue pro
ocedure. Whaat can be imp
proved / mod
dified?
Su
upervisor writes investigattion report off the incidentt and provides the report tto Facilities Health
an
nd Safety Offficer and Officce of Risk Management. Thhe report shaall include all related
documented statements fro
om impacted workers andd witnesses, p
photographs rrelated to thee
in
ncident, as we
ell as all key in
nformation su
uch as dates, time, weatheer, general sitte conditionss, and
sp
pecific accident locales inccluding sketch
hes of the imm
mediate incid
dent area, com
mplete with
measurements
m
s (if applicable).
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